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Abstract. To detect violence in movies, we present a three-stage method inte-
grating visual and auditory cues. In our method, those shots with potential vio-
lent content are first identified according to universal film-making rules. A 
modified semi-supervised learning technique based on semi-supervised cross 
feature learning (SCFL) is exploited, since it is capable to combine different 
types of features and use unlabeled data to improve the classification perform-
ance. Then, typical violence-related audio effects are further detected for the 
candidate shots, and we manage to transform the confidences outputted by  
the classifiers of various audio events into a shot-based violence score. Finally, 
the first two-stage probabilistic outputs are integrated in a boosting way to gen-
erate the final inference. The experimental results on four typical action movies 
preliminarily show the effectiveness of our method. 

Keywords: Violence Detection, Semi-supervised Cross Feature Learning, Audio 
Effects. 

1   Introduction 

The flourishing movie industry produces thousands of movies each year. Automatic 
movie content analysis techniques, such as movie skimming, scene characterization 
and genre classification, are imperative for users to search and browse their favorite 
style of movies. Most parents in the world generally do not hope their children to 
watch movies with too much violent content, so automatic detection of violent scenes 
are useful techniques to help parents to prevent their children from watching such 
movies. Some approaches have been proposed to address the problem of violence 
detection. Datta et al. [1] proposed an accelerate motion vector based approach to 
detect human violence such as fist fighting, kicking, etc. Yet more researches focus 
on the detection techniques of violent events commonly in Hollywood action movies. 
Nam et al. [2] combined multiple audio-visual features to identify violent scenes, in 
which flames and blood were detected by matching predefined color tables, and vari-
ous representative audio effects (gunshots, explosions, etc.) were also exploited. 
Cheng et al. [3] presented a hierarchical approach to locating gunplay and car racing 
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scenes through the detection of the typical audio events (e.g. gunshots, explosions, 
car-braking). Smeaton et al. [4] combined audio-visual features to select representa-
tive shots in an action movie to produce a trailer. 

Due to the ambiguity of the term “violence”, all the researches mentioned above 
reflect their different understanding of “violence”. Although film-making is a creative 
process, some universal film-making rules should still be followed. For example, to 
exhibit exciting action scenes, the atmosphere of fast-pace is created through high-
speed visual movement and fast-paced sound. Thus, our system identifies violent 
contents in movies through combining the detection of fast-paced scenes (e.g., fast 
camera movement, frequent shot transitions, less speech, and fast-paced music), and 
typical events generally associated with violence, such as explosions, gunshots and 
person-on-person fighting. Compared with other methods, we use a modified semi-
supervised learning algorithm based on SCFL to locate candidate violence shots, 
which can not only avoid too much labeling work, but also separately models positive 
and negative features into two views. Additionally, after various audio effects related 
to violence are detected, we use an overall score obtained by summing over weighted 
confidences for each audio effect as a confidence measure of violence, so that our 
system can tolerate recognition error of individual effect when multiple events occur 
simultaneously. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed method is described in 
Section 2. In section 3, experimental results are reported. Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 

 

Fig. 1. The overview of our method 
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2   Our Method 

Our method is composed of three stages, as shown in Fig.1. In the first stage, our 
system segments a video sequence into a set of shots. For each shot, low-level visual 
and auditory features are extracted and a classifier is trained in a semi-supervised way 
to identify candidate shots with potential violent content. Then, high-level audio ef-
fects (gun-shot, explosion, smash, sword and engine) are further detected in the iden-
tified candidates in the second stage. In the last stage, the system infers whether a shot 
contains violence-related content by integrating the probabilistic outputs from the 
foregoing two stages in a boosting way. The following subsections details the three 
stages.  

2.1   Detection of Candidate Violence Shots 

Compared with surveillance videos or TV news, more artistic processing in movie 
post-production is involved to create the desired influence on the emotion of viewers. 
A lot of editing rules or conventions (called film grammar) have been widely and 
successfully applied to convey the style or subject of a movie. The expressive tools 
include camera movements, shot transitions, styles of music, etc. For instance, action 
movies, where violent scenes are usually contained, are characterized by fast-paced 
elements [6]. Concretely, frequent shot switch, fast camera movement, noisy and loud 
background sound, synchronous fast-paced music, etc, are integrated together to cre-
ate tense atmosphere which usually results in psychological excitement. Just based on 
the mentioned film grammar for action movies, our approach first identifies those 
shots with fast-tempo from visual and auditory cues as candidate shots. In the stage, a 
video sequence is first segmented into a set of shots. For shot boundary detection, we 
just use the color histogram based method, since it has been proved in practice that 
color histogram is an efficient and effective feature for shot boundary detection.  

2.1.1   Visual and Auditory Features 
In our work, visual and auditory information are both utilized to characterize the shots 
with fast-tempo. The lengths of shots are obtained to reflect frequencies of shot switches. 
Since prominent camera movement or fast object movement is a potential indicator which 
visually generates psychological perception of fast-pace, we utilize the structure tensor 
histogram in [7] to characterize the motion activity in a shot. Ngo, et al [7] introduce an 
efficient computation of the structure tensor. For an image volume formed by image di-
mension ( , )x y and temporal dimension t , structure tensors are simply computed in hori-

zontal slices ( , )yH x t and vertical slices ( , )xV y t . Then primary change orientation 

θ ( [ / 2, / 2]θ π π∈ − ) and associated certainty value c are derived for each location in hori-
zontal and vertical slices. Two 2-D tensor histograms ( , )yM tφ and ( , )xM tφ are obtained for 

each video frame at time t, whereφ denotes different bins obtained by quantizing orienta-
tion θ . In our system, orientation θ  is nonlinear quantized into nine bins and their 
boundaries are / 2π− , / 3π− , / 4π− , 5 / 36π− , / 36π− , / 36π , 5 / 36π , / 4π , / 3π , / 2π , 
respectively. 
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A nineteen-dimensional feature vector is constructed to represent motion activity 
of each shot. The first eighteen-dimensional features are computed through summing 

( , )yM tφ and ( , )xM tφ for video frames in a shot s , denoted as { | 1,...,18d
sV d = }. To speed 

up our system, video frames are sampled over temporal axis. The last dimension is 
evaluated by  

18

1

1avg d
s s

ds

V V
N =

= ∑  , (1)

where sN is the number of sampled frames for shot s .  

Most violent scenes are generally accompanied with large and noisy background 
sound. In our system, the ratio of audio frames with high power is exploited to charac-
terize loudness of audio signals associated with a shot. First, the spectrum power for 
each audio frame is evaluated by  

0
2

0

log( ( ) )P F d
ω

ω ω= ∫  , (2)

where 2
( )F ω is the power at frequency ω , and 0ω is the half of sampling frequency. 

Then the high spectrum power ratio P
kR for shot k is computed according to: 
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where Nk is the number of audio frames in shot i, Pn, Pavg denote the spectrum power 
of the nth audio frame and the mean of spectrum powers estimated from a training 
dataset respectively. α is a predefined parameter, and we chose 1.25α = in our system. 
The function sgn( )x =1, for 0x ≥ , and otherwise sgn( ) 1x = − . 

In pattern recognition, a class of pattern is represented as a set of features which 
generally correspond to properties that the class of pattern should have. We call them 
positive features. In fact, a class of pattern can also be characterized by negative fea-
tures that it does not has in most cases, since it is helpful in decreasing false alarm 
rate. For example, the audio track of movies basically consists of speech, music and 
other audio effects. Empirically violent scenes are usually accompanied by such audio 
classes as fast-paced music, or special audio effects (gunshots, explosions, etc). So a 
shot is seldom associated with violence scene if its audio track contains a large por-
tion of speech or light music. Based on some low-level audio features, including 
MFCC, pitch, high ZCR ratio and silence rate, a SVM is trained to detect speech. The 
SVM outputs a confidence [0,1]nC ∈  for each audio frame. For shot k , let kN be the 

number of audio frames in shot k, the speech ratio is extracted by 

1

1 kN
S
k n

nk

R C
N =

= ∑  . (4)
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Light music is always related to romantic or relaxed scenes. The light-music ratio 
is another negative feature used in our system. For each audio frame, we use a hierar-
chical classification approach. Music is first classified based on the audio features: 
high ZCR, spectrum flux [8], pitch, harmonicity prominence [9]; then light music is 
further distinguished from anxious/frantic music, which is always mixed with some 
loud audio effects, through the rhythm and onset features [10]. Finally we obtain the 
light-music ratio for each shot in a similar way as the extraction of the speech ratio. 

2.1.2   Modified Semi-supervised Cross Feature Learning  
After the shot-level visual and auditory features have been extracted, our system 
learns a classifier in a semi-supervised way, since the annotation of a large volume of 
video content involves intensive labor. The co-training framework is very suitable for 
our application, in which we can naturally split the feature space into two views cor-
responding to the positive features and the negative features. The semi-supervised 
cross feature learning algorithm (SCFL) [5] is exploited in learning the classifier. 
Although no evidence guarantees any of the two views is sufficient for the task of 
detecting candidate violence shots, the SCFL algorithm can theoretically guarantee 
that its performance will not be significantly degraded in the case of insufficiency. 
The SCFL algorithm in our application is described as follows:  
 

Fig. 2. Modified SCFL for detecting candidate violence shots in movies 

In Fig.2, the original SCFL algorithm is modified. Instead of fixing the number of 
unlabeled samples added, we adaptively select examples to be automatically labeled 
through two confidence thresholds, so that the quality of newly labeled data can be 
guaranteed by this strategy. 

2.2   Violence Event Detection 

Although violence has different definitions for different people, the violence in this 
paper refers to some concrete events including gunshots, explosion, car racing,  

Input: 

Two views 1V and 2V consists of the positive features and the negative features. 

Additional data set 'tL = ∅ , labeled data 0
1L and 0

2L , validation data vL , unlabeled dataU .  

Thresholds pξ and nξ for choosing additional training data. 

Algorithm: 

1. Train 0
1f and 0

2f alone using labeled data 0
1L and 0

2L based on 1V and 2V . 

2. For each View,  

(a)  Remove examples 'x with 0 ( ')k pf x ξ> and examples ''x with 0 ( '')k nf x ξ< from the 

unlabeled setU . 1, 2k = . 

(b)  Label the selected examples according to 0
kf , and add them to 'tL . 

3. Create the classifier 1 'f and 2 'f using 'tL on 1V and 2V . 

4. Combine 2 20 0

1 1
' 'SC F L k k k kk k

f w f w f
= =

= +∑ ∑ using vL . 
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fighting, screaming and crash, etc. For the candidate violence shots generated by the 
first stage, high-level event detection is necessary to make sure high detection accu-
racy of violent scenes. Limited to the state-of-the art of computer vision and image 
understanding, we resort to audio signal analysis to detect the typical violent events 
mentioned above, since audio effects are usually a key component for action movies 
[11]. Some low-level audio features are first extracted from each audio frame, includ-
ing spectrum power, ZCR, brightness, bandwidth [12], pitch, MFCC, and harmonicity 
prominence [9]. For a larger analysis unit-audio clip with one second long, the means 
and standard deviations of the short-time features mentioned above are computed, and 
spectral flux and high zero cross rate ratio [8] are also computed for each audio clip. 
A group of SVMs are trained to classify audio clips, and each SVM models a specific 
audio effect. In preparing training data, although each audio clip can belong to multi-
ple audio effects, only dominant effect is used to label an audio clip. When training a 
SVM for a certain effect, one-against-all strategy is used, i.e., only the examples with 
the effect are labeled as positive, and other examples are labeled negative. In our 
system, the output of each SVM is not binary, but a continuous value [0,1]C ∈  which 
denotes the confidence that a clip contains the specific effect. Assuming that a pool of 
events Ej ( 1, 2,j J= L ) are modeled by a set of SVMs, and there are

iN audio clips in 

shot i , we obtain the outputs ( )
,
i

k jC ( 1, 2,j J= L ) for the kth clip which correspond to the 

confidences for different events. Indeed each clip possibly contains a mixture of mul-
tiple events. Then we use the average of such confidences ( )

,
i

k jC through a shot to meas-

ure the confidence ( )i
jψ that the shot contain a specific event

j
E , i.e. 

( ) ( )
,

1

1 i

i

N
i i

j k j
kN

Cψ
=

= ∑  . (5)

In action movies, different events commonly occur simultaneously, such as gun-
shots and explosions, car racing and gunshots, etc. Various events can all indicate 
potential violent content in shots. Because pure training data is difficult to collect, the 
mixture of events in training data possibly results in misclassifying an event in the 
pool of events to another. To avoid that this case affects the following inference very 
much, a more robust measure, event violence score ( )iS , is introduced to reflect overall 
evidences which indicate the confidence of violence content in shots through sum-
ming up confidences ( )i

jψ for different events, i.e., 

1

( ) ( )
J

j
j

i i
jwS ψ

=

=∑ , (6)

where weights jw ( 1, 2,j J= L ) reflect the degree of correlation between different 
events and violence. In our system, the jw ( 1, 2,j J= L ) are estimated based on a large 
amount of ground-truth data. For the jth effect, assuming j

XYn ( , 0,1)X Y = denote the 
joint occurrences of event X (the jth audio effect) and event Y (violence), e.g., 00

jn  
represents the number of samples with no jth effect and violence,

j
w is correspondingly 

evaluated by  
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−
=
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Eq (7) is the simple case of Pearson correlation for two dichotomous variables. In our 
experiments, 0

j
w > , since all the audio effects are correlated with violence to some 

extent. 

2.3   Detection of Violent Scenes 

Audio event detection is only performed on the shots for which the output of the clas-
sifier of candidate violence shots exceeds a predefined threshold, and this is beneficial 
for improving the performance of our system. In fact, the classifier of candidate vio-
lence shots based on low-level auditory and visual features and high-level audio event 
detection can complement each other. So, we use a boosting way to integrate the 
outputs of the two classifiers to obtain a more robust classifier of violent scenes. For-
mally, we evaluate the final violence score C (i) of shot i  by a weighted linear combina-
tion of their outputs, i.e.,  

( ) ( ) ( )
1 2

i i i
SCFLC f Sμ μ= ⋅ + ⋅  , (8)

where the weights 1μ and 2μ are determined by cross-validation experiments on the 
validation dataset, and they are expected to maximize the average precision. For the ith 
shot, if the corresponding violence score C (i) exceeds a specified threshold, the shot is 
declared to be a part of violence scenes. 

3   Experimental Results 

The evaluation of the proposed approach is performed on four movies involving typi-
cal Hollywood violence, as well as fist-to-fist struggling. Each of the action movies 
represents a different style, including Sci-Fi, war, crime, thriller, etc. Their related 
information is listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Related Information of the experimental movie data 

Movie Title Category Duration Testing Set 
The Terminator (1984) Action / Sci-Fi 108 min 53 min 
Kill Bill: Vol1 (2003) Action / Thriller 111min 36 min 

The Rock (1996) Action/Adventure 136 min 55 min 
Hot Fuzz (2007) Action/Crime 121 min 54 min 

 
In detecting candidate violence shots, the SVM is used as the underlying classifier 

of SCFL, and the RBF kernel is used. The approach in [13] is exploited to make SVM 
yield a probability output. In the experiments, the training set consists of 4500 labeled 
shots and 4500 unlabeled shots randomly chosen from the abovementioned movies. 
Finally, about 30% of the unlabeled data are used to learn and generate fSCFL. We 
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adopt precision P, recall R and F1-measure F1 to measure the performance.  
Specifically, 

1

2* *
, ,tp tp

p t

n n P R
P R F

n n P R
= = =

+
 , (9)

where ntp denotes the number of correctly detected violence shots, np represents the 
number of shots declared as violence, and nt is the total shots manually labeled as 
violence. F1-measure is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, and is used to 
measure the overall performance of the method. To verify the advantage of the semi-
supervised scheme, we compare it with the supervised learning scheme based on the 
same labeled data and the same features. Table 2 lists the experimental results when 
all the 4500 labeled shots are used in semi-supervised and supervised learning way. 
Additionally, Fig.3 depicts their F1-measure with different amount of labeled data. 
Fig.3 shows the F1-measure increases as the growing amount of training data and the 
overall performance of SCFL is always much better than that generated by supervised 
learning, so our choice of semi-supervised learning is valid, and one possible reason is 
that it can depose the features into two different views.  

Table 2. Results of detecting candidate violence shots using SCFL scheme  

SCFL ( ( )
0.5

i
fSCFL > ) SVM 

Precision Recall F1-measure Precision Recall F1-measure 
0.8076 0.9185 0.8553 0.6246 0.8253 0.7086 

 

Fig. 3. Performance comparison of SCFL vs. SVM based on F1-measure 
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Although our experimental results show the system reach the best performance ac-
cording to F1-measure when the threshold is 0.5, a reasonable recall, which guaran-
tees more positive samples are left for further verification and remove more negative 
samples, is expected. Thus, our system further detects interested audio effects for the 
shots with ( ) 0.35i

SCFLf > in practice, since it can result in a high recall 98.14%. To train 

the classifiers of various audio events, we use about 12,000 labeled audio clips. For 
each key audio effect, 20 to 1000 positive clips are collected. Table 3 gives correla-
tion coefficients between various audio effects and violence which are calculated 
based on the labeled data set and used to calculate violence score ( )iS in Eq.(7).  

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between various audio effects and violence  

Gun-shot Explosion Engine Screaming Sword Smash Struggle 

0.1677 0.2153 0.0075 0.0288 0.1017 0.0784 0.3401 

 
Through integrating outputs of two stages, the final experimental results are shown 

in Table 4. A correct detection is declared if a shot is manually labeled as violence, 
and its corresponding violence score is larger than the predefined threshold (0.3 in our 
experiment). The experimental results in Table 4 show the introduction of high-level 
audio event detection makes the precision of our system increase by almost 10% and 
the recall decrease only less than 2%. It shows our approach is effective. 

Table 4. Candidate shot detection outputs and the final results 

Candidate Shot Detection ( ( ) 0.35ifSCFL > ) Final Results 

Precision Recall F1-measure Precision Recall F1-measure 
0.7380 0.9814 0.8332 0.8257 0.9640 0.8871 

4   Conclusions 

In this paper, we present a three-stage approach to detect violent scenes in movies, 
integrating visual and auditory cues. The modified SFCL approach makes the identi-
fication of candidate violence shots very effective, due to its capabilities in multiple-
view processing for positive and negative features and reasonable usage of unlabeled 
data. The detection of various high-level audio effects related to violence can further 
improve the accuracy of our system. The preliminary experimental results on four 
action movies indicate that our method is a promising solution, and the semi-
supervised learning strategy is a good choice in modeling the conception of violence 
when we face a large volume of movie data.  
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